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A Month of Thanks
In the Northeast at this time of year, leaves are falling from oak, hickory, and maple, and
covering the ground with bright colors soon to be brown. I love the autumn, when days grow
shorter and the longer time of darkness gives me an excuse to spend more time losing
myself to wonderful words. I can read, without feeling guilty about the yard work that isn’t
being done and the repairs that will have to wait another season. It’s dark. It’s time for
contemplation and to be less busy.
This year, CavanKerry’s wonderful words of autumn come in the form of two poetry books –
How They Fell, by Annie Boutelle, and Misery Islands by January Gill O’Neil.
In How They Fell, Boutelle combines fantasy and reality and tells of many and eclectic
pieces of her emotional life. From her girlhood in Scotland to Adam and Eve’s experiences
as they were expelled from the Garden, Boutelle weaves a common thread. “A night like the
others, but not like/... It is a great thorn pushing into the dark/and then the current hauls
them to a place too strange to name.”
O’Neil writes of marriage and love, as she discovers new ways to make the ordinary
extraordinary in Misery Islands. She writes of family, of her children as she says, “They will
say she was our sweetest disaster/They will say I loved them so much it hurt.”
Poetry and winter make a good pair. I hope you look forward to the snowfall, or the sun on
the beach, with a book in hand.

-Starr Troup, Managing Editor

Our Fall Releases
Misery Islands
By January Gill O'Neil
At the center of her second book are two
islands off the coast of Salem, Massachusetts,
through which O’Neil finds the rough terrain of
marriage and what it means to love in the face
of adversity. She navigates the waters of
transition with exuberance and reflection, and
discovers new ways to make the ordinary
extraordinary.

To purchase, visit our website
Read Nin Andrews' interview with January Gill
O'Neil on our blog

How They Fell
By Annie Boutelle
Boutelle’s poems combine fantasy and reality
in a far-reaching series of contexts: a Scottish
girlhood, Adam and Eve’s experiences when
they are expelled from the Garden, the love
between a man and a woman, and horrific
events in both Scotland and London. The
work is eclectic beyond description, but hangs
together by the common thread of emotions
experienced.

To purchase, visit our website
Read Nin Andrews' interview with Annie
Boutelle on our blog

Remembering Florenz Eisman

October marked the 1st anniversary of the
passing of our founding Managing Editor,
Florenz Eisman.
A "true woman of words," she managed every
book that was published during her 13 years
with the press, leaving a legacy of 70 new titles.
To celebrate her life, we have been filling our
blog full of poetry in her honor.

For Florenz
A series of poems selected in her honor by all
the writers who worked with Florenz.

From the Publisher
Read thoughts from Joan Cusack Hander

Announcing the Florenz Eisman Memorial Collection
As a New Jersey based press, we have a commitment to publish one book by a New Jersey
writer every 12-18 months. Selected from our open submissions, starting in Fall 2016 this
book will be named in honor of Florenz and each following publication will be inducted into
the Florenz Eisman Memorial Collection.
An avid reader of all literature and a gifted writer herself, Florenz’ imprint will last as long as
CavanKerry does.

The Latest from the CKP Blog

Celebrating ADA Awareness Month
Throughout October, we featured articles from Randy Smit, Jack Ridl, Robert Carr, Joan
Seliger Sidney and more.

Why Poetry Matters
CKP is joining the conversation and asking writers, friends, and other community partners to
explain “Why Poetry Matters.” Our first entries include:
The Mad Hatter of Poetry from Donald Platt
Poetry as Pilgrimage: The Unreal City from Celia Bland

Track a Book
We follow one manuscript’s journey from creation to publication. This monthly series will
look at Brent Newsom’s upcoming CavanKerry release Love’s Labors, which is scheduled
for release in April 2015.
The first entry: The Writer’s Janus: On Inspiration and Process
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